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Response to Letter to Editor (Precision medicine in alcohol
dependence: evidence of efficacy and initial support for
comparative effectiveness)
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We thank Bradford et al. [1] for a thoughtful commentary on our
paper about precision medicine in alcohol dependence [2]. As
noted by Bradford et al. [1], it is critical to conduct rigorous
analyses using pre-registered hypotheses in order to move the
field of precision medicine forward. We also contend it is essential
to demonstrate that reward/relief drinking moderates the efficacy
of medications for alcohol dependence. Demonstrating that
naltrexone has a significant effect relative to placebo among
reward drinkers provides evidence regarding the efficacy of
naltrexone in reward drinkers. Evidence of efficacy can then
inform further research efforts that prioritize effectiveness and
clinical generalizability, such as direct comparisons of active
medications among patient subgroups. With respect to efficacy,
Mann et al. [3] hypothesized, a priori, that a subgroup of patients
to whom alcohol primarily acts as a positive reinforcer, potentially
through increasing available levels of brain endorphins, should
respond best to an opioid antagonist (e.g., naltrexone). Con-
versely, a subgroup of patients to whom alcohol acts as negative
reinforcer, potentially because of elevations of brain glutamate
levels should respond best to a compound known for its anti-
glutamatergic action (e.g., acamprosate). Moreover, earlier pub-
lications reported drug mechanisms and “putative subgroup
dysfunction” [1], such as the role of alcohol-cue-induced brain
activation in the ventral striatum as a predictor of naltrexone
response [4], as well as the acoustic startle response to distinguish
between naltrexone and acamprosate responders [5].
In Mann et al. [2], we examined clinically derived endopheno-

types as a basis for differential treatment effects. As hypothesized
we found large effect sizes for naltrexone versus placebo in

“reward drinkers”. We did not find the postulated significant
response to acamprosate versus placebo in “relief drinkers”,
although prior work using the same clinically derived endophe-
notypes did identify a significant response to acamprosate versus
placebo in relief drinkers in the COMBINE study [6]. However, we
did not report on the differential efficacy for both drugs in all four
subgroups of patients and differences between active medication
conditions.
The letter by Bradford et al. [1] gives us an opportunity to add

some of those results here. As shown in Fig. 1, among reward
drinkers (solid fill), those receiving naltrexone relative to
acamprosate had a 45% decreased likelihood of any heavy
drinking, though this effect was non-significant (p= 0.134).
Among all other drinkers not meeting the reward cut off (diagonal
fill), naltrexone was less effective than acamprosate. These
reductions in heavy drinking among reward drinkers assigned to
naltrexone would most likely be valued among clinicians and
patients. The sample of reward drinkers in our study was relatively
small (n= 111; randomized to either medication or placebo 2:2:1),
yet our preliminary findings suggest that a significant naltrexone
versus acamprosate effect might be detected in a larger sample of
reward drinkers. Future research on clinical generalizability of
these findings is an important next step for precision medicine.
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Fig. 1 Comparative effectiveness for reward drinkers versus all other drinkers
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